Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 (hnRNP A1) is a multipurpose RNA-binding protein (RBP) involved in normal and pathological RNA metabolism. Transcriptome-wide mapping and in vitro evolution identify consensus hnRNP A1 binding motifs; however, such data do not reveal how surrounding RNA sequence and structural context modulate affinity. We determined the affinity of hnRNP A1 for all possible sequence variants (n = 16,384) of the HIV exon splicing silencer 3 (ESS3) 7-nt apical loop. Analysis of the affinity distribution identifies the optimal motif 5′-YAG-3′ and shows how its copy number, position in the loop, and loop structure modulate affinity. For a subset of ESS3 variants, we show that specificity is determined by association rate constants and that variants lacking the minimal sequence motif bind competitively with consensus RNA. Thus, the results reveal general rules of specificity of hnRNP A1 and provide a quantitative framework for understanding how it discriminates between alternative competing RNA ligands in vivo.
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hnRNP A1 | protein-RNA specificity | RNA structure | thermodynamics | binding kinetics G ene expression is regulated by an ensemble of protein-RNA complexes that assemble and disassemble throughout the lifetime of a transcript (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Knowledge of the determinants of RNA-binding protein (RBP) specificity is therefore essential to understanding the relative affinity for sites of association within the transcriptome. A characteristic feature of many RBPs is their ability to elicit biological function by binding at sites in RNAs that vary significantly in sequence and local structure. This broad specificity of RBPs challenges the simplistic description of RNA binding as either specific or nonspecific. Global profiling methods provide consensus sequence motifs that represent preferential binding sites by RBPs in the transcriptome (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Although powerful, such approaches are usually nonquantitative. Moreover, they do not readily provide information on how surrounding sequence identity or positioning of preferred sequences within higher order structure alters affinity. Methods such as high-throughput sequencing kinetics (HTS-KIN), RNA Bind-n-Seq, and RNA MaP have recently been developed that allow the affinities and reaction kinetics of thousands of RNAs to be measured simultaneously (6, (12) (13) (14) (15) . These methods can potentially provide global information on the surrounding context of a given sequence motif; however, they have yet to see wide application for structure/function studies of RNA specificity.
Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs) represent a diverse family of RBPs that are implicated at most stages of posttranscriptional gene regulation (16, 17) . The prototypical member of this family, hnRNP A1, regulates alternative splicing, nuclear export, translation, and other RNA processing events (17) . HnRNP A1 has a modular domain organization consisting of tandem RNA recognition motifs (RRMs), collectively referred to as unwinding protein 1 (UP1), and an intrinsically disordered RGG-rich C terminus. UP1 is the primary RNA binding domain, whereas the C terminus mediates homologous and heterogeneous protein-protein interactions. The individual RRMs of UP1 have a high degree of sequence homology and adopt nearly identical 3D structures (18) (19) (20) . The hnRNPs, including A1, are thought to bind to pre-mRNAs combinatorially as dictated by their intrinsic specificity for RNA sequence and structure (11, 21) . Thus, a comprehensive and quantitative description of hnRNP A1 specificity is required to understand its function in gene expression.
Early studies demonstrated that hnRNP A1 binds selectively to single-stranded RNA and the human telomeric sequence (TTAGGG) n (22) . Selection amplification experiment(s) (SELEX) identified a high-affinity motif 5′-UAGGGA/U-3′ that now serves as a benchmark for sequence-specific hnRNP A1 binding (23) . Transcriptome-wide studies of functional hnRNP A1 binding sites using motif finder algorithms further indicate specificity for a 5′-UAG-3′ motif (11, 24) . In previous work, we determined a small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) model of UP1 in complex with the HIV ESS3 stem loop (SL3 ESS3 ), which was guided by a 1.92-Å crystal structure of UP1 bound to a 5′-AGU-3′ oligomer (25) . The structure indicates that RRM1 and the inter-RRM linker fold to form a nucleobase pocket that specifically recognizes 5′-AG-3′, which is part of the 7-nt SL3 ESS3 apical loop (5′-GAUUAGU-3′) (Fig. 1) . Moreover, single-or double-cytosine substitutions within the apical loop reduce UP1 binding affinity (upward of 20-fold) by slowing down the rate of complex formation (26) .
Significance
Human heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 (hnRNP A1) is a key protein that functions in RNA metabolism both under normal and diseased cellular conditions. Despite playing a central role in eukaryotic biology, the mechanisms by which hnRNP A1 discriminates between cognate and noncognate RNA targets remain poorly understood. Here, we combined high-throughput sequencing analysis of equilibrium binding (HTS-EQ) experiments with independent biophysical measurements to reveal the complete hnRNP A1 specificity landscape. The data show that RNA sequence, motif copy number, spacing, and secondary structure determine specificity by modulating rates of productive hnRNP A1-RNA encounters. Thus, our work provides significant insights into the combinatorial factors that determine how hnRNP A1 identifies functional binding sites in vivo.
To evaluate the distribution of hnRNP A1 among the sea of alternative binding sites in the transcriptome requires a more complete understanding of specificity. Here, we comprehensively evaluate the determinants of specific UP1-SL3 ESS3 interactions by measuring relative equilibrium association constants (K A,rel ) for all variants of a fully randomized 7-nt SL3 ESS3 apical loop (n = 16,384). To achieve this goal, we used high-throughput sequencing analysis of equilibrium binding (HTS-EQ), a newly developed method that uses Illumina sequencing to quantify the protein or enzyme binding of thousands of RNAs simultaneously. Quantitative analyses of the resulting affinity distribution from HTS-EQ further establishes the consensus motif 5′-YAG-3′, but also comprehensively reveal how affinity for alternative RNAs is controlled by its position in the loop, spacing when two motifs are present, and the presence of unfavorable secondary structure. For a subset of SL3 ESS3 variants studied, we further show that discrimination is primarily controlled by the association rate constant, and that variants lacking the 5′-YAG-3′ motif nonetheless compete with consensus RNA for binding. Thus, the results comprehensively reveal the rules of specificity of hnRNP A1, establish a mechanistic basis for discrimination, and provide a framework for understanding how it discriminates between alternative competing RNA targets in vivo.
Results

HTS-EQ Reveals the Global Affinity Distribution of UP1-SL3
ESS3
. To evaluate the determinants of UP1-SL3 ESS3 specificity comprehensively, we randomized the 7-nt SL3 ESS3 apical loop and performed HTS-EQ (27) (Fig. 2A) . HTS-EQ involves binding of a randomized RNA population to increasing concentrations of UP1 under equilibrium conditions, followed by separation of the free and bound RNAs by EMSA (HTS-EQ work flow is shown in Fig. S1 contain at least one 5′-AG-3′ motif and 98% of the top 50 variants each have a 5′-AG-3′. Calculation of an optimal sequence logo from the top 50 variants (Fig. 2C) shows an overall preference for U, A, and G, which is consistent with the base composition of the high-affinity 5′-UAGGGA/U-3′ sequence identified by SELEX (23); however, the SELEX sequence lies slightly to the low-affinity side of native SL3 ESS3 (lnK A,rel = −0.24) in the distribution, indicating the complexity of hnRNP A1 specificity. Nevertheless, HTS-EQ clearly reveals that the signature of a specific hnRNP A1 target minimally contains a 5′-AG-3′.
The relative binding affinities for different sequence variants are nonetheless clearly further tuned by the identity of neighboring sequences in the RNA. Such important features of specificity are not fully accounted for by models derived only from optimal sequence variants. To identify the local sequence and structure properties that determine specificity, we fit the entire distribution of K A,rel values to two analytical models of RNA sequence specificity. First, a position weight matrix (PWM) model was used that only considers the identity of a nucleobase at each position in the loop (28) . The affinity distribution was also fit to a PWM model that includes interaction coefficients (IC values) between nucleobases that account for positive and negative effects of sequence variation between positions in the binding site (29, 30 ). The PWM model performs poorly at recapitulating the determinants of UP1-SL3 ESS3 specificity, whereas inclusion of IC values greatly improves the correspondence between the model and experimental data (R 2 > 0.7) (compare Fig. 2D and Figs. S2 and S3). Therefore, binding specificity does not solely involve the selection of optimal AG nucleobases at individual positions in the loop but also must include additional contributions from the surrounding sequence context. Recasting the IC values as a heat map offers insights into sequence and structure that modulate binding affinity (Fig. 2E) . For example, negative IC values are observed between N1-N7 and N2-N6 for sequence combinations that can form Watson-Crick pairs. This result indicates that base-pairing interactions that reduce the loop size are highly unfavorable. Also, the subsets of variants containing stable loop sequences UUCG, GNRA, and UNCG have distributions that are shifted to lower K A,rel values (Fig. S4) . In contrast, the heat map shows positive couplings for 5′-UA-3′ and 5′-AG-3′ dinucleotides as well as, to a lesser extent, 5′-CA-3′ dinucleotides at adjacent positions in the loop (Fig. 2E) .
The affinity distribution of variants containing a 5′-AG-3′ but lacking an unfavorable secondary structure is clearly shifted to higher K A,rel values compared with AG variants that contain secondary structure (Fig. 3A) . Approximately 200 of 722 variants with K A,rel values >1 lack at least one AG in the loop. To identify the positive determinants at adjacent positions, high-affinity variants were aligned according to the AG dinucleotide in their sequence regardless of its position in the loop (Fig. 3B) . A sequence probability logo calculated from this alignment further identifies C/U located 5′ to 5′-AG-3′ and reveals a G positioned 3′ as an additional positive determinant. A probability logo of high-affinity variants (K A,rel > 1) lacking 5′-AG-3′ shows a polyG pattern (Fig. 3C) . Nonetheless, the optimal specificity determinant is clearly a 5′-YAG-3′ motif that may occur at multiple positions in the loop. Comparison of the K A,rel values for this motif at each possible position in the loop reveals that UAG is optimal at N5-N7 ( Fig. 3 E and F) . This observation contrasts with the position of UAG at N4-N6 in the native HIV ESS3 loop (Fig. 3E ). Sequence variants with two 5′-AG-3′ dinucleotides, on average, bind with higher affinity than the native sequence; however, an optimal spacing of at least two nucleotides is required for the additive effect to be observed (Fig. 3D) . Thus, analysis of the K A,rel affinity distribution reveals an unfavorable loop structure; establishes 5′-YAG-3′ as the minimal sequence specificity motif; and, most importantly, defines how local sequence context modulates the contribution of this motif to affinity.
Analysis of the Thermodynamic and Kinetic Basis for UP1-SL3 ESS3 Specificity. To understand the thermodynamic contributions to UP1 specificity, we randomly selected SL3 ESS3 variants from different regions of the affinity distribution and quantitatively analyzed their binding properties by calorimetric titrations (Fig. 4A and Fig.  S5 ). The K A,rel values measured by HTS-EQ and calorimetry correlate for the selected SL3 ESS3 variants (Fig. 4B and Fig. S5 ), indicating HTS-EQ provides an accurate depiction of the distribution of binding affinities. Although the K A,rel correlation between HTS-EQ and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is good (R 2 = 0.85), a few outliers are observed (Fig. S5) . Variations in sample quality for ITC and inherent noise in the high-throughout sequencing data that increases with lower affinity substrates are likely major contributors to the ∼15% discrepancy.
Consistent with observations from HTS-EQ, UP1 binds SL3
variants that contain at least one 5′-AG-3′ with greater affinity than non-AG variants, and sequences with two 5′-AG-3′ motifs bind slightly stronger than sequences with just one, likely reflecting a higher probability for UP1 to interact productively with these variants. On average, SL3 ESS3 variants with no 5′-AG-3′ bind approximately sevenfold weaker than native SL3
. This observation is consistent with our previous results using single-cytosine substitutions, wherein UP1 binds the loop sequence 5′-GAUU-CGU-3′ 10-fold weaker than 5′-GAUUAGU-3′ (26) . The thermodynamic signatures reveal that the reduction in binding affinity for non-AG variants manifests primarily as a decrease in favorable association enthalpy (ΔΔH = 8 kcal/mol).
As predicted from the sequence specificity model derived from fitting the affinity distribution measured by HTS-EQ, some variants form new Watson-Crick base pairs within the apical loop that are inhibitory to binding (Fig. 2E) . Indeed, 1 H NMR of the imino region of 5′-GGUGACC-3′ and 5′-UGUGGCA-3′ (proposed pairing interactions underlined here and throughout remaining text) show new imino signals with chemical shifts consistent with GC and AU base pairs (Fig. S6) . The new base pairs reduce the loop from 7 to 3 nt. Calorimetric titrations of UP1 with 5′-GGUGACC-3′ and 5′-UGUGGCA-3′ show binding affinities are weaker relative to native SL3 ESS3 as a consequence of a significant loss of binding enthalpy (∼ΔΔH = 15 kcal/mol).
We next investigated the kinetic contributions to specificity by performing biolayer interferometry (BLI) studies with selected SL3 ESS3 variants (Fig. 4 D-F, Fig. S7 , and Table S1 ). Kinetic analysis shows that all six variants dissociate from UP1 with comparable apparent first-order off-rate constants (k off, app = 4.5-6.2 × 10 −3 s ) show a modest but larger sequence dependence. SL3
ESS3 variants with one 5′-AG-3′ bind with slightly slower k on, app values compared with 5′-GUAGGAG-3′; however, non-AG variants bind, on average, 2.5-fold slower, and 5′-UGUGGCA-3′ binds approximately fourfold slower. Decreases in k on, app values were previously determined as the predominant mechanism that contributes to weaker affinities for cytosine-substituted SL3 ESS3 constructs, and similar observations have recently been made for other protein-RNA systems (13, 25, 27) . Thus, for some SL3 ESS3 variants, specificity is driven, in large part, by the frequency with which UP1 collides productively with a cognate RNA that minimally exposes a conformationally flexible 5′-AG-3′ motif. However, a more detailed kinetic study of SL3 ESS3 variants is needed to understand fully if the differences in k on, app values result from possible intermediates in the binding pathway. Nevertheless, the trend in the equilibrium dissociation constants measured independently by calorimetric titrations (Fig. 4A) and BLI (Fig. 4F) correlate, indicating that the kinetic parameters indeed offer some insights into the mechanisms by which hnRNP A1 discriminates cognate from noncognate RNA targets.
UP1 Uses the Same Binding Surface to Interact with 5′-AG-3′ and Non-AG-Containing RNAs. We previously showed UP1 interacts with native SL3 ESS3 through its RRM1 domain and inter-RRM linker to form a 1:1 complex (25) . Although capable of binding RNA, RRM2 is not considered to be the preferred high-affinity binding surface. To test whether SL3 ESS3 variants compete for the same surface on UP1, we carried out competitive calorimetric titrations with SL3
ESS3 loop sequence variants 5′-GUAGGAG-3′ and 5′-GCACUUU-3′. For simplicity, we refer to these RNAs as (AG)SL3 ESS3 and (AC)SL3
, respectively. Titration of (AC)SL3
with UP1 shows that it binds with a dissociation constant of 344 nM; however, (AC)SL3 ESS3 does not bind to a preformed UP1-(AG)SL3
ESS3 complex under these conditions (Fig. 5A ). This observation is consistent with the ∼18-fold stronger binding affinity of UP1 for (AG)SL3
ESS3 compared with (AC)SL3 ESS3 ( Fig. 5 A  and B) . Conversely, (AG)SL3
ESS3 binds with reduced apparent affinity for UP1 when titrated into a reaction containing preformed UP1-(AC)SL3 ESS3 complexes (Fig. 5B) . As expected for competitive binding, the apparent affinity of (AG)SL3 ESS3 for UP1 decreases as the concentration of (AC)SL3 ESS3 increases. It is possible that lower affinity SL3
ESS3 variants bind to UP1 in a nonspecific manner in which the protein associates weakly with multiple different sites on the RNA. To test the binding mode directly, 1 H-13 C heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence (HMQC) titrations were performed using a ( ESS3 are identical to its unbound form (Fig. 5D) ESS3 variants compete for the same surface on UP1 is significant because it verifies that the relative binding affinities determined from HTS-EQ reflect the same binding mode.
The UP1 HTS-EQ Affinity Distribution Allows Prediction of Potential microRNA Targets. The RNA specificity model derived from the UP1-SL3 ESS3 HTS-EQ affinity distribution reveals sequence and structure attributes that should extend to other biologically relevant stem loop systems. To test the predicative capabilities, we applied the UP1-SL3 ESS3 trained model to microRNAs (miRNAs) derived from miRBase. Fig. S8 shows the predicted affinity distribution for a subset (n = 1,193) of miRNAs that contain hairpin loops >3 nt long (Materials and Methods). The distribution indicates that hnRNP A1 has a range of affinities for miRNA targets that reflect both positive and negative contributions of RNA ESS3 variants reveals the predominant driver of specificity is a change in association rates, whereas dissociation rates are mostly unperturbed. Kinetic values represent average ± SEM for two replicates. (F) Dissociation constants for UP1 with select SL3 ESS3 variants as determined from kinetic binding parameters. Note that the trend in the equilibrium dissociation constants measured by BLI and ITC correlate but are, on average, 1.5-fold different.
sequence and structure. Indeed, the model recapitulates trends in relative affinities for 20 of 22 miRNAs for which experimental binding data to hnRNP A1 were determined using a chemiluminescent microtiter assay (31) . Significantly, the model predicts the relative affinities of mir-18a (119 nM) and let-7a (12 nM), for both of which biogenesis is regulated by hnRNP A1 (32, 33) . Consistent with attributes derived from the PWM + IC model, the hairpin loops of mir-18a and let-7a each contain at least one unpaired 5′-UAG-3′ motif. Thus, the RNA specificity model derived from the UP1-SL3 ESS3 HTS-EQ data can be used to predict other biologically relevant RNA targets of hnRNP A1. Application of the model to miRNAs hints that hnRNP A1 might be a general accessory factor for a subset of primary miRNAs. Discussion RNA sequence and structure contribute to specific protein recognition; therefore, identifying these intrinsic properties is necessary to interpret fully how protein-RNA networks control gene expression. Although they have proven transformative, most transcriptome-wide methods probe RBP specificity without obtaining information on the underlying structural context; they also do not provide quantitative information about relative affinities for alternative binding sites. Here, we applied HTS-EQ, a newly developed high-throughput method that allows measurement of the relative equilibrium constants of an RBP to thousands of RNAs simultaneously (27) . We used HTS-EQ to evaluate interactions between the UP1 domain and a randomized pool of HIV SL3 ESS3 variants containing all possible loop sequences. Quantitative sequence specificity modeling of the resulting distribution of binding affinities allowed the intrinsic determinants of hnRNP A1 recognition to be identified. HnRNP A1 is generally characterized as nonspecific owing to its wide range of cellular functions; however, crosslinking immunoprecipitation (CLIP) and RNAcompete studies identified similar consensus patterns that center around a composite UAGG motif (11, 24, 34) . Consistent with those results, the highest affinity SL3 ESS3 variant identified from HTS-EQ has a GUAGGAG sequence and 76% of the top 50 variants all contain UAG. Despite this correspondence, we were unable to determine a clear 7-nt consensus pattern from the HTS-EQ distribution because the minimal 5′-AG-3′ motif can occupy multiple and energetically similar registers around the apical loop. Indeed, quantitative modeling of the affinity distribution revealed favorable couplings between UA and AG dinucleotides at adjacent positions throughout the loop, which is consistent with 5′-AG-3′ being the most frequently observed dinucleotide identified in variants that bind tighter than native SL3
. Thus, we conclude that the specificity of hnRNP A1 centers on a conformationally exposed 5′-AG-3′ dinucleotide but that binding affinities are modulated by the surrounding sequence and structural context.
The preference for 5′-AG-3′ is understood by analysis of the UP1-AGU crystal structure, which shows both rA and rG engage in stereospecific contacts within the nucleobase pocket. Purines are preferred at both positions within the pocket due to favorable van der Waals and cation-π stacking interactions. Pyrimidines, due to their smaller ring size, are unlikely to satisfy these interactions with equivalent energetics. An adenine in the first position makes specific hydrogen bond interactions with functional groups contributed from Val90 and Arg88. At the second position, the guanine is primarily selected through hydrogen bonds with Gln12 and Lys15. Although some of these interactions can be satisfied with other dinucleotides, the combined effects of size and functional group specificity are unique to 5′-AG-3′. We previously hypothesized the hydrogen bond interaction between the N6 amino group of adenine and the α-carbonyl oxygen of Arg88 triggers a conformational change in UP1 that transmits across the inter-RRM linker to RRM2. Arg88 is involved in one of two conserved salt-bridge interactions that stabilize the relative RRM orientations and the nucleobase pocket. Mutation of Arg88 resulted in an ∼18-fold reduction in binding affinity for native SL3
, presumably by causing the nucleobase pocket to misfold (25) . Thus, the ability of rA to induce a conformational change might increase the apparent thermodynamic contribution of rA at this position, because no other nucleobase can simultaneously fulfill the stacking interactions and hydrogen bond with Arg88.
It is confounding that 5′-AG-3′ can determine functional specificity, given its potential to be highly redundant in genomes. As revealed in the HTS-EQ distribution, contextual features surrounding 5′-AG-3′ modulate binding affinities of UP1 for SL3 ESS3 variants and individual biophysical measurements indicate the differences in affinities manifest as perturbations in association rate constants. Therefore, hnRNP A1 achieves specificity, in part, from the frequency with which it collides productively with RNA targets that contain 5′-AG-3′ sequences embedded within optimized environments. Although the UP1 domain of hnRNP A1 retains binding affinity for non-AG-containing RNAs, the biological significance of those associations will also depend on physiological conditions within the cell. Transcript abundance, posttranscriptional modifications, and subcellular localization will each play a role in determining the extent to which hnRNP A1 occupies non-AG transcripts. Of note, hnRNP A1 has been shown to partition to RNA granules under different physiological conditions, including those physiological conditions associated with ALS pathogenesis (35) . It will be of great interest to determine the sequence and structural composition of transcripts that contribute to this property. A key function of hnRNP A1 is to regulate alternative splicing events, in which it associates with intronic or exonic splicing silencers to occlude components of the splicing apparatus. The results presented here suggest that hnRNP A1 might more globally affect splicing outcomes by binding directly to 3′-acceptor sites that contain consensus 5′-YAG-3′ motifs. Along those lines, hnRNP A1 was shown to proofread binding of U2AF to 3′-acceptor sites that contain AG but not CG dinucleotides (36) . As revealed by quantitative modeling of the HTS-EQ distribution, CG dinucleotides contribute negatively toward UP1-SL3 ESS3 recognition at most positions around the 7-nt apical loop (Fig. 2E) . Thus, the ability of hnRNP A1 to regulate splicing likely derives from how rapidly it forms stable complexes with target transcripts that are also being competed for by other RBPs.
In summary, we applied HTS-EQ to determine the global affinity distribution of hnRNP A1 by evaluating binding of its UP1 domain to a randomized pool of HIV SL3 ESS3 variants. The distribution reveals hnRNP A1 retains binding affinity for a wide range of RNA targets; however, specificity is decisively determined by the local context of 5′-YAG-3′ motifs. Therefore, the work presented here represents a quantitative and comprehensive evaluation of hnRNP A1 specificity, and it raises interesting questions with regard to the combinatorial factors that determine how hnRNP A1 identifies functional binding sites in vivo.
Materials and Methods
The overall work flow of the HTS-EQ method is summarized in Fig. S1 . Details regarding sample preparation, data analysis, and data interpretation for HTS-EQ and the biophysical studies can be found in SI Materials and Methods.
